
adjusted for the 10 unit grid

metalwoRkS® Plank
assembly and Installation Instructions

1. GeneraL

MetalWorks® Plank is a ceiling system made up of standard 
sized hook-on planks fabricated from galvanized steel and 
powder coated to provide a damage and soil resistant 
scrubbable finish. Panels are available in two sizes, 16" x 72" 
and 16" x 96". Panels may be microperforated or unperforated.

1.2 Planks are supported by a suspension system made up of 
standard drywall mains and specially adapted hook-on 
cross tees.

1.3 Installations terminating at a wall interface are trimmed  
out with aluminum “F” or shadow “F” moldings, or with item 
#7835 “C” channel. Floating installations are trimmed with a 
specially designed extruded aluminum plank perimeter trim.

MetalWorks Plank
Perimeter Trim 

item #5336

C-channel
item #7835

Wall Molding
item # M330005A 

 Shadow
Wall Molding

item #M330013  

2. SUSPenSion SYStem inStaLLation

2.1 Read this entire document before proceeding 
with installation.

2.2 Layout of the suspension system shall be as detailed 
on the construction documents. Where panel layout is not 
defined, it shall be assumed that borders at opposite sides 
of the space will be equal and greater than 1/2 of the panel 
dimension in that direction.

2.3 The installation of the suspension system shall conform  
to local building codes and standards in all respects except as 
noted here in sections 2.3 and 2.4 and in section 5 of 
this document.

2.4 Standard drywall mains (item #HD8906) are to be installed 
4' on center and supported by minimum 12 gage wire spaced 
at not more than 4' centers along the length of each main.

2.4.1 When installation of hangers at spacing greater than 4' 
is desired, the installer shall contact Armstrong TechLine at 
1 877 276 7876 to obtain allowable load information for the 
specific application. The caller shall be prepared to provide 
pertinent code information, a reflected ceiling plan and cut 
sheets for all ceiling mounted accessories.

2.5 4' hook-on cross tees are (item #5335) to be installed in 
continuous rows spaced to match the length of the panels 
(72" or 96").

2.5.1 It is important that the open side of the hook on all tees 
face in the same direction.

#M330011A
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2.5.2 Standard 4' drywall tees may be required to provide 
support for light fixtures or other ceiling mounted accessories 
that are placed in panels. The weight of these components must 
be carried by the suspension system or by direct support to 
structure. They may not be supported by the ceiling plank.

3. PaneL inStaLLation

3.1 Install full-size panels by positioning the long hook end over 
the adjacent panel and placing the short hook end onto the 
Hook-on Cross-Tee.

4' Hook-on
Cross Tee
item #5335

12GA 
Hanger Wire
4'-0" O.C.
Drywall Grid 
Main Runner
HD8906
4'-0" O.C.

MetalWorks Plank
Hook-on Panel
[.118"] 3mm
Foam Gasket

Short End Long End

3.1.1 Pull a string line along the length of the ceiling and align 
the planks to this line.

3.2 A 1/8" thick gasket is provided on two sides of each 
panel. This space is required to allow access into the 
completed ceiling.

3.3 Panels are accessed by first raising the long hook end of 
the adjacent panel far enough to allow the short hook to 
disengage the hook-on tee.

4. inStaLL PreSSUre SPrinG

Edges of cut panels are held in place on the extruded 
aluminum perimeter trims by inserting pressure springs into the 
groove provided in the perimeter trims. Consult Section 7 for 
cutting instructions.

Pressure Spring
item #M311081

MetalWorks Plank
Hook-on Panel

MetalWorks Plank
Perimeter Trim
item #5336

4.1 Install one pressure spring for each foot of panel edge, or 
as required to maintain contact between the panel edge and 
the trim flange.

4.2 Use spreader channel, item #7835SC, to retain cut panels 
when using the steel “C” channel at perimeters.

Spreader 
Channel
item #7835 
MetalWorks Plank
Hook-on Panel

C-Channel
item #7835 

5. Perimeter DetaiLS

5.1 installations terminating at a Wall

5.1.1 Attach the specified perimeter trim to the walls at the 
elevation detailed in the construction documents. This molding 
will support the face of the installed planks.

5.1.2 Install a second wall molding, item #7800, 2-13/16" 
above the horizontal flange of the first molding. This second 
molding will support the suspension system components.

MetalWorks® Plank
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5.1.3 Attach the main beams and hook-on cross tees to the 
upper molding by means of the BERC2 clip. This attachment 
will maintain the spacing of the grid at the walls. See 
additional requirements for seismic application of the BERC2 
clip located in section 5 of this document.

5.1.3.1 Slip the BERC2 clip onto the cut ends of the mains.

5.1.3.2 Snap the BERC2 clip onto the vertical leg of the 
7800 molding.

5.1.3.3 Pin the BERC2 clip to the molding by placing a screw 
through the molding and clip as shown.

BERC2 Clip

Screw through
Clip and Molding

5.1.3.4. Cut the Hook-on cross tees to length.

5.1.3.5 Remove 1-1/2" of the aluminum extrusion by 
cutting with a hack saw.

5.1.3.6 Insert a screw through the aluminum hook and into 
the flange of the tee if there is not a rivet within 6" of the cut 
end of the tee.

5.1.3.7 Slip BERC2 clip onto the cut tees. Install tees, align and 
pin to the molding as described in section 5.1.3.3.

5.2. floating installations 

5.2.1 Cut grid components to length and attach AXTBC 
clips as shown.

5.2.2 Attach additional hanger wires as required. Each end 
of each main beam must have a wire not more than 12" from 
the cut end.

5.2.3. Each cut cross tee must have a wire closer to the trim 
than the midpoint of the tee, but this wire may be no more than 
12" from the end of the tee.

AXTBC Clip

 

5.2.4.  Cut the perimeter trim to length and miter corners.

5.2.5. Attach perimeter trim to the AXTBC clips on the 
suspension system components.

5.2.6.  Join sections of perimeter trim with splice plates.

5.2.7. Splice plates that connect mitered sections of trim are 
field bent to the correct angle.

Perimeter Trim Splice

MetalWorks Plank
Perimeter Trim

Perimeter Trim
Splice (Bent in Field)

MetalWorks Plank
Perimeter Trim
item #5336

6. SeiSmiC inStaLLation

6.1. Follow these additional requirements for installations in areas 
subject to potentially severe seismic activity (IBC Seismic Design 
categories D, E & F).

6.2. Install additional rows of standard drywall cross tees  
(item # XL8945) between the rows of hook-on tees installed in 
section 2.5.

6.2.1. Installations with 72" panels will have tees spaced 
at 3' centers.

6.2.2. Installations of 96" panels will have tees spaced 
at 4' centers.

6.3. Attach one end of each row of mains and one end of each 
row of tees to the wall molding by replacing the BERC2 clip 
with a pop-rivet or by inserting a screw into the slot in the 
BERC2 clip.

Pop-rivet through
grid and molding

BERC2 Clip

Screw through
clip and grid

MetalWorks® Plank
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6.4. The opposite ends of each row of mains and tees must 
be cut 3/4" short of the wall and be free to slide in the 
BERC2 clip.

12GA Hanger Wire
4'-0" O.C.

Drywall Grid
Main Runner
HD8906 4'-0" O.C.

4'-Hook-on Cross Tee
item #5335

Seismic Spring
item #5337

MetalWorks Plank
Hook-on Panel

6.5. Install Seismic Springs (item #5337) as shown 
in the drawing above.

6.5.1. Turn spring in a clockwise direction to lock in the 
grooves formed in the hook-on tee.

6.5.2.  Install one spring at each panel.

6.6. Follow all other building code requirements 
for seismic installation.

MetalWorks® Plank
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more information

For more information, or for an Armstrong Ceilings representative, call 1 877 276 7876.

For complete technical information, detail drawings, CAD design assistance, installation information, and many  
other technical services, call TechLine customer support at 1 877 276 7876 or FAX 1 800 572 TECH.

For the latest product selection and specification data, visit armstrongceilings.com/metalworks.

Inspiring Great Spaces® is a registered trademark of AFI Licensing LLC  
All other trademarks used herein are the property of AWI Licensing LLC and/or its affiliates
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7. CUttinG inStrUCtionS

7.1. Cutting options

Four different types of equipment are recommended for 
cutting these metal panels. Each has its own set of advantages 
and limitations, and will be presented in order  
of preference based on speed.

 CAUTION  
Cut edges of metal parts can be extremely sharp!  
Handle metal carefully to avoid injury. Always wear  
safety glasses and gloves when working with metal.

7.1.1. Band Saw
An electric band saw equipped with a fine-toothed blade  
(14-18 tpi) is the fastest method for cutting border panels. For 
2' x 2' panels, the saw must have a throat depth of at least 12" 
to allow a cut anywhere on the face of the panel. Practicality 
for other size panels will depend on size and required direction 
of cut. Price is about $700.00 for a 12" saw.

7.1.1.1. Procedure
 Mark the cut line on the face of the panel and feed through 
the saw face up. Shimming the back of hollow panels is not 
normally required.

7.1.1.2. Disadvantages
Band saws are not part of the normal “tool kit” of an acoustical 
installer. Although readily available, they tend to be more 
expensive than the other options listed here. Band saws are 
less portable than the other options and will require that the 
panels be moved to the saw, cut, and then moved back to the 
installation site. This distance may not be great, but labeling of 
the panels may be necessary to ensure that they return to the 
correct location.

7.1.2. electric Shears
These electric shears resemble a drill motor attached to a 
pair of scissors blades. There are actually three blades; one 
movable centered between two stationary. When used, the tool 
removes a strip of material about 1/4" wide. They produce a 
clean cut, and are more portable than the band saw. Price is 
about $200.00.

7.1.2.1. Procedure
Mark the cut line on the face of the panel. Use aviation snips 
to remove a section of the edge material on the waste side 
of the cut line. This step is required to provide access to the 
face for the shears. Cut the panels face up. NOTE: To prevent 
scratching the face of the panel, observe the direction that the 
1/4" band of waste material takes as it coils up in front of the 
cut. Position successive panels so that this coil moves across 
the scrap portion of the panel.

7.1.2.2. Disadvantages
 Shears are not quite as fast as the band saw. Cordless models 
are not yet available, so the typical headaches and safety 
issues associated with corded tools apply.

7.1.3. Duct Snips
The duct snip is essentially a manual version of the electric 
shears, and sells for about $18.00. 

7.1.3.1. Procedure
Follow the procedures described in section 1.2.2.1.

7.1.3.2. Disadvantages
 The duct snip is extremely slow and laborious. It is the tool of 
last choice, and is listed here for consideration only when other 
options are not available and only for a very limited number 
of cuts.

7.1.4. aviation Snips
Both left cut and right cut aviation snips will be required for 
notching operations and for cutting holes for penetrations 
through the panel face. Standard aviation snips cost about 
$12.00 a pair.

7.1.4.1. Procedure – notching
Snips are used as needed to cut through the edge detailing 
on panels to provide clearance for shears or to ease corners. 
Application will vary depending on edge detail.

7.1.4.2. Procedure – Penetrations
 Cutouts in the center of the panel are created by first drilling 
or punching a hole near the center and then cutting in a spiral 
pattern to the finished size and shape. Exercise caution during 
this procedure as the hand will be in close proximity to the cut 
edge of the panel.


